
Who is Da'ee Ahmed 
Moait? 

 
Where is He from and Where is He Going? 
 
He's a man originally born in Egypt. He emigrated to 
the U.S. in 1979, where he worked as a computer 
engineer for approximately 15 years. During this time 
he realized his journey to Allah and to Islam. 
 
What is his Message? 
 
Within the reality of the condition of the Ummah 
(Muslim Population), here in the U.S. or abroad, he 
realized that he has a duty and a job in front of Allah, 
so that when he goes to the grave, he can say to Allah: 
"I tried to convey and live your message, and 
spread it to the maximum of my ability. I tried 
to address the message to the most of my 
ability and understanding, in the middle of the 
absence of Khalifah (Muslim Head of State), 
the absence of Shari'ah (i.e. Islamic Law), the 
absence of Unity, and the absence of the 
reality of Islam." 
 
In a time during attacks against Islam, from inside 
and out, by us, or others (attacks through innovation, 
new ideology and groups). 
 



"These groups are fighting over differences in 
fiqh (regulations) which already exist in the 
history of Islam, and forget the message, the 
duty, love of Allah, love of the Rasul 
(sallallahu alaiyhi wa sallam – peace be upon 
him). They forget about loving Islam, about 
being merciful to mankind, and forget our 
duty and noble cause that the one Allah has 
given to us already." 
 
They forgot our history of Iraq, Tatar, and Mongolia. 
We forget the history of Andalusia, the Ottoman 
Empire. 
 
"And we forget Allah. Therefore, Allah has 
made us forget ourselves." 
 
I believe I am the poor to Allah, Ahmed Moait, I have 
a message to Muslims and Non-Muslims, to all 
mankind: 
 
"Wake up before it's too late. My message is 
very simple, we have to embrace Islam, 
Muslim and non-Muslim. We have to go back 
to the base, we have to understand, 
acknowledge, and develop the belief and the 
Oneness of Allah, the Creator, and the 
Almighty." 
 
We have to develop ubudiyya (slavery to Allah), and 
Rububiyya (realizing Allah is the Governor, 



Controller, and Provider) with all the names of Allah 
in reality- Not in the tongue, in a speech or on the 
internet.  
 
And we have to set the role model and feel 
responsible, so that when you die, you can say, "Allah 
I tried my best, with my body, my time and my 
money, with my love, my devotion, and my thinking. 
That's my goal, my aim, my job and my duty, the one 
which Allah has honored me with and has already 
given to me." 
 
You might have some question about  his background, 
who's the teacher that influenced him in his life.  
I have many, but one Sheikh advised me,  

"If you want to be a Da'ee today, don't 
mention names. The moment you 
mentions names, one group will like you 
and one group will hate you. It will 
become a battle against the name and 
people will forget the message." 

 
If you fear Allah, if you love Allah, and if you believe 
in Allah, listen and try to benefit yourself.  
 
I'm a human being, I'm carrying a message. I have my 
goodness, I have my weakness, I have my faults, I 
have my mistakes, and I have my sins. May Allah 
forgive me and forgive all of us. Please, if you want to 
benefit yourself, listen with your heart and try to see 
what this man has to say. 



 
Forget about everything, forget about his language, 
his mistakes, and his pronunciation, this is not the 
time for that now. It's the time to call Allah, before it's 
too late. But we must go back to the history.  
 
May Allah guide us to the straight path, may Allah 
give us Light, Basira (vision), Wisdom, 
Comprehension, Understanding, Sincerity, 
Truthfulness, and the ability to see what's right and 
what's wrong. He's the only One who can do that. 
 
If you want to know whether what I'm saying has 
goodness or not, call Allah and ask Him. If I’m wrong, 
may Allah forgive me, I only try. Whatever I do right, 
may Allah make it only for Him and reward me in this 
life and the hereafter.  
 
I'm only calling towards Allah, the rest is His business 
if He wants to accept you and choose you. 
"Alhamdu'lillahir Rabbil Alameen (Thanks to Allah)". 
 
May Allah the Almighty put Barakah (Blessing) and 
Noor (Light) and Kabul (Acceptance) in everything we 
say and we do. 
 
Sincerely, 
A Man Preparing Himself for the Grave 
Da'ee Ahmed Moait 


